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Abstract: Lidar observations of metal layers play a significant role in research on the chemistry and
dynamics of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. This work reports on Fe lidar observations
conducted in Beijing and Mohe. Utilizing the same laser emission system, a 1064 nm seed laser
was injected into an Nd: YAG laser to generate a single longitudinal-mode pulse 532 nm laser,
which pumped a dye laser to produce a 572 nm laser. The 572 nm laser and the remaining 1064 nm
fundamental frequency laser passed through a sum–frequency module to generate a 372 nm laser
to detect the Fe layer. According to a total of 52.6 h of observations for 10 nights in Beijing, the Fe
layer has an average column density of 1.24 × 1010 cm−2, an RMS width of 4.4 km and a centroid
altitude of 89.4 km. In Mohe, observed for 16 nights and a total of 91.5 h, the Fe layer has an average
column density of 1.08 × 1010 cm−2, an RMS width of 4.6 km and a centroid altitude of 89.5 km.
The probability of the occurrence of sporadic Fe layers was 42.4% in Beijing and 29.4% in Mohe.
Compared to simultaneously observed Na layers, the occurrence probabilities of sporadic Fe layers
were higher than those of sporadic Na layers in both stations. Based on the two cases observed in
Beijing, it is conjectured that the formation mechanism of sporadic metal layers above approximately
100 km has a more significant influence on sporadic Fe layers than on sporadic Na layers. The lower
thermospheric Fe layers with densities significantly larger than those of the main layer were observed
during two nights in Mohe. This work contributes to the refinement of the global distribution of Fe
layers and provides abundant observational data for the modeling and study of the metal layers.

Keywords: Fe lidar; mesosphere and lower thermosphere; sporadic Fe layers; lower thermospheric
Fe layers

1. Introduction

The mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) is the region of the atmosphere from
50 to 120 km above the Earth’s surface. Meteors and extraterrestrial dust are injected into
the Earth’s atmosphere and then ionize, ablate or sputter to produce metal vapors that
form metal layers covering the global atmosphere in the MLT [1,2]. The metal layers are
composed of various species of metal atoms, ions and oxides. Now the detectable metal
particles include Na [3–7], K [8,9], Fe [10–12], Ni [13,14], Ca [15,16], Mg [17], Ca+ [18,19]
and Mg+ [20]. These metal particles serve as excellent tracers for studying the chemical
and dynamic processes within the atmosphere in this region. The detection of these
metal particles is primarily performed using photometry [21], airglow spectrometers [22],
satellites and lidar, which is the main ground-based detection equipment due to its high
temporal and spatial resolution.
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Fe is one of the most abundant detectable elements in the metal layer. Granier first
detected Fe by lidar at the 372 nm line for four nights at L’Observatoire de Haute Provence
(OHP) (44◦ N, 6◦ E), France in 1989 [10]. In that report, the observation showed that the
average column density of Fe was 3.6 × 109 cm−2 in November and 2.6 × 109 cm−2 in April,
respectively. Bill observed and reported that the average column density of Fe at Urbana
(40◦ N, 88◦ W) was 1.43 × 1010 cm−2 in 1990 [23]. In 2002, Chu conducted observations
of the Fe layer at the geographic North Pole [24], obtaining an average column density
of 1.23 × 1011 cm−2. The column density of Fe varies by up to two orders of magnitude
in different regions. The significant differences in the average column densities of the Fe
layer observed at different locations and times indicate the need for more observations to
enhance the global dataset.

Sporadic Fe layers were first observed in Urbana, Illinois by Bill [23]. These sporadic
layers are primarily distributed in the altitude range of 90 to 103 km. Wang et al. observed
the double sporadic Fe layers at Wuhan (31◦ N, 114◦ E) [25]. They conjectured that the
sporadic metal layers at different altitudes may result from the ablation of different meteors
with different velocities. Gardner observed three sporadic events in Urbana and proposed
that sporadic Fe layers were formed through the neutralization of Fe+ in the associated
sporadic E layers in 1993 [3]. Yi reported that the altitude and movement trajectory of
sporadic Fe layers are similar to those of sporadic Na layers, indicating a close similarity in
the formation mechanisms of sporadic Fe and Na layers [26,27]. But Alpers found that the
overall occurrence rate and duration of sporadic Fe layers are both greater than those of
sporadic Na layers [28]. It seems that the occasional non-coincidence of sporadic Fe and
Na layers awaits more observations and further analysis.

In recent years, the detection precision of the metal layers has continuously improved
with the development of higher-power lidar systems. Metal layers in the thermosphere
have been observed by lidar. Chu reported the observation of thermosphere–ionosphere
Fe and Na (TIFe and TINa) over McMurdo (77.8◦ S, 166.7◦ E) in 2011 [29]. It is indicated
that Fe and Na can appear at 155 km and their motion processes show the presence of
clear fast gravity waves. Xun reported the observation of thermospheric Na layers at two
lidar stations separated by a linear distance of 237 km [30]. The concurrent observations
conducted at two neighboring stations reveal that more than half of the thermospheric
Na layers have a horizontal scale of less than 250 km. The various special phenomena
that make up the formation mechanism of the thermospheric metal layers have invoked a
great amount interest. Chu et al. developed a thermosphere–ionosphere Fe/Fe+ model to
analyze the formation mechanism of the Fe layers in the polar thermosphere in 2017 [31].
However, this mechanism requires further observational data from different locations to
be optimized.

Observations of Fe layers have been conducted primarily in mid-to-high latitude
regions in North America, Europe and Antarctica. However, there is only one Fe lidar
observation station in the middle latitude regions of East Asia [26]. Therefore, more
observations need to be conducted in East Asia, especially in the mid-to-high latitude
regions. This will provide observational data for the global distribution of Fe layers. The
Chinese Meridian Project Phase II built a Fe resonance fluorescence lidar in Beijing (40.47◦ N,
115.97◦ E) in August 2022. The laser emission system was later moved to Mohe (53.5◦ N,
122.37◦ E) at the end of 2022 and observations were conducted in 2023.

This work reports the first lidar observations of the Fe layer conducted in Beijing
(2022) and Mohe (2023). The results obtained for the Fe layer are compared with the global
lidar measurements from other stations. The special phenomena related to the sporadic Fe
layers and the lower thermospheric Fe layers are presented, which were also compared
with the simultaneous observations of the Na layers. Additionally, the differences in their
possible formation mechanisms are discussed in detail. This work contributes to having a
comprehensive understanding of the Fe layer to advance our knowledge of the chemical
and dynamic evolution characteristics in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere.
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2. Instrument and Data
2.1. Lidar System

The Fe resonance fluorescence lidar systems used in this work were built by Chinese
Meridian Project Phase II [2,32,33]. Both the Beijing and Mohe stations were configured
using the same laser emission system which can generate a laser with a wavelength of
371.9937 nm in air. Figure 1 shows the complete schematic of the lidar system. In the laser
emission system, the 1064 nm seed laser was controlled by the computer and injected into
the YAG laser to generate a single longitudinal-mode pulse 532 nm laser. The remaining
1064 nm fundamental frequency laser was separated from the 532 nm pulse laser by the
beamsplitter. The dye laser was pumped by the 532 nm laser to generate the 572 nm laser.
Finally, the remaining 1064 nm laser and the 572 nm laser passed through a sum–frequency
crystal module to generate a 371.9937 nm laser. The wavelength meter was connected to
the computer to monitor the wavelength of the emission laser. The computer controlled the
final emitted laser wavelength mainly by modifying the wavelength of the dye laser.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Fe lidar system. Different color arrows represent different wavelengths of
lasers (red: 1064 nm, green: 532 nm and 572 nm, purple: 372 nm). The gray arrows indicate the signal
control, and black dashed arrows indicate data transmission.

The receiver of the Fe lidar captures backscattered resonance fluorescence photons
from the atmosphere through the telescopes with apertures of 1.2 m in Beijing and 1.5 m
in Mohe, respectively. The raw photon signals from the filter were then converted into
electrical signals and amplified by the photomultiplier tube (PMT). The amplified signals
were counted and recorded by the photon counter. The recorded number of photons was
processed and stored by the computer. Table 1 shows the main parameters of the two Fe
lidar systems.

Table 1. Fe lidar system parameters in Beijing and Mohe.

Beijing Mohe

Location 40.47◦ N, 115.97◦ E 53.49◦ N, 122.34◦ E
Laser wavelength/nm 371.9937 371.9937

Pulse energy/mJ ~30 ~30
Pulse width/ns 10 10

Repetition rate/Hz 30 30
Telescope diameter/m 1.2 1.5

Telescope Field of view/mrad 0.6 0.6
Optical filter Bandwidth/nm 1 1
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2.2. Data Processing and Descriptions

The resonance fluorescence scattering cross-section is an important parameter for
density inversion. In the calculation of the resonance fluorescence scattering cross section,
both Doppler broadening and natural broadening of Fe were considered [34]. The Fe
Doppler broadening was calculated to be 1.09 GHz under the assumption of the temperature
of 200 K. The natural broadening was calculated to be 2.58 MHz. The center wavelength of
the emitting laser was set to 371.9937 nm. A temperature of 200 K is usually assumed in the
references when the resonance fluorescence cross sections of metal particles are calculated
in the metal layers [11,16]. The peak absorption cross section of Fe was calculated to be
9.46 × 10−17 m2 at 200 K, which closely matches the figure obtained from reference [35].
It is necessary to consider the linewidth and lineshape of the laser when calculating the
effective scattering cross section. The emitting laser has a linewidth of 2.7 GHz, which is the
full width at half maximum. The lineshape of the emitting laser is assumed to be a Gaussian
shape. The effective backscattering cross-section of Fe at 371.9937 nm was calculated to
be 2.82 × 10−18 m2/sr at 200 K. This parameter was used in the data processing for the
density inversion of the Fe atoms.

The photon counts obtained from the lidar system were used to invert the density of
the Fe layer. Although the same emission system was utilized in both stations, differences
exist in their respective receiving systems. The original temporal and spatial resolutions
for Beijing and Mohe are 15 s and 96 m and 30 s and 32 m, respectively. Additionally, the
telescope diameters are 1.2 m in Beijing and 1.5 m in Mohe. Figure 2 shows the original
profiles of the photon counts observed in Beijing and Mohe between 30 to 120 km. The
uncertainties of the Fe density are calculated based on the relative uncertainty caused by
fluctuations in photon counts. Photon counts were collected with a temporal resolution of
15 min and a spatial resolution of 96 m to improve the SNR. The relative uncertainty of the
lidar systems in Beijing and Mohe at the main peak were ~0.9% and ~0.8%, respectively.
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Figure 2. The raw photon counts observed in Beijing (Blue) at 16:20 on 19 August 2022, and in Mohe
(Red) at 14:55 on 22 October 2023.

Observations of the Fe layers were conducted in Beijing in 2022 and Mohe in 2023.
In Beijing, effective observations were conducted across 10 nights, accumulating a total
duration of 52.6 h, and were concentrated in August, September, and November of 2022. In
Mohe, the effective observations were conducted on 16 nights with a cumulative duration
of 91.5 h. The observations were conducted in July, October, and November of 2023. The
observational results for Beijing and Mohe are comprehensively showed in the next section.
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3. Observational Results
3.1. Density Variations and Average Characteristics

The universal time and altitude distribution of Fe layers over Beijing and Mohe are
shown in Figure 3. In this work, the lower boundary of the Fe layer is defined as the point
where the Fe density drops to 15% of its peaks. As shown in Figure 3a, it can be seen that
the lower boundary (white dashed line) of the Fe layer began to expand downward from
17:00. Then, the altitude of the lower boundary dropped to 77 km at 18:00 and existed
persistently until the end of the observation. The peak density of the Fe layer during this
night reached 3.2 × 104 cm−3. At the beginning of this night, the centroid height of the
Fe layer was stable at 85 km. After 15:40, the centroid altitude gradually decreased to
83 km and remained at this altitude. Figure 3b shows the observation results for Mohe on
27 October 2023. The lower boundary of the Fe layer for this night was found at a height of
79 km at 13:00. Half an hour later, the lower boundary abruptly rose to 83 km, followed
by a gradual descent at a vertical phase speed of 1.5 km/h. The lower boundary ceased
its descent at 17:00. Then, the density of the Fe layer gradually decreased. Corresponding
to the descent of the lower boundary, the centroid height of the Fe layer also exhibited
a similar downward trend during the period from 13:30 to 17:00. A sporadic Fe layer
appeared at 97 km and descended to 94 km between 14:10 and 16:50, exhibiting a vertical
phase speed of 1.1 km/h. This demonstrates a dynamic trend similar with both the lower
boundary and the centroid height.
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Figure 3. The density variations of the Fe layer. (a) Beijing on 11 November 2022; (b) Mohe on
26 October 2023. The white dashed lines are defined as the lower boundary of the main Fe layer.

Based on 10 nights of effective observations conducted in Beijing and 16 nights in
Mohe, this work reported the average column density, RMS width, and centroid height of
the Fe layer. Table 2 compared the average characteristics of the Fe layer in this work with
other observations arranged from north to south. The observational results from Beijing are
in close agreement with those from Urbana [23] and Boulder [36], which are located at the
same latitude. However, the column density in Fort Collins at the same latitude is much
smaller than those of the three locations. The average RMS width was around 4 km. The
average centroid height ranged from approximately 88 km to 90 km, except for Andøya,
which was 84.5 km. Although the observation time, lidar system and the background
conditions are different in the comparisons, based on the limited measurements, it is
difficult to find a direct correlation between the distribution characteristics of Fe layer
and the latitude changes. The latitude of Mohe differs from existing observations. The
observational results of Mohe are hard to compare with other stations. However, this
observation filled the Fe layer observational gap between 50◦ N and 60◦ N in latitude.
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Table 2. Comparisons of average characteristics of the Fe layers in Beijing, Mohe and other locations
from north to south.

Location
Column

Abundance
(×109 cm−2)

Centroid
Altitude (km)

RMS
Width (km)

Peak Density
(×103 cm−3)

Observation
Time References

North Pole 123.3 21 June 1999 Chu (2002) [24]

Andøya (69◦ N) 9.1 84.5 7.0 March 1990 to
April 1990 Alpers (1990) [11]

Mohe (53.3◦ N) 10.8 89.5 4.6 18.2 July 2023 to
November 2023 This Work

L’Observatoire de
Haute Provence (49◦ N)

3.6 (Nov.); 2.6
(Apr.)

November 1986
and April 1987 Granier (1989) [10]

Beijing (40.5◦ N) 12.4 89.4 4.4 16.1 August 2022 to
November 2022 This Work

Fort Collins (40.5◦ N) 2.4 July 9 1999 Chu (2002) [24]
Urbana (40◦ N) 14.3 89.4 3.8 October 1989 Bill (1990) [23]

Boulder (40◦ N) 10.7 89.7 4.4 13.0 August 2010 to
September 2010 Huang (2011) [36]

Wuhan (30.5◦ N) 7.5 88.7 4.1 17.5 March 2004 to
March 2005 Yi (2009) [37]

Kototabang (0.2◦ S) 2.0 24 June 2005 Nagasawa (2006) [38]
Rothera (67.5◦ S) 12.3 87.9 4.7 2002 to 2005 Gardner (2011) [39]

South Pole 9.7 88.4 4.2 4.3 December 1999 to
October 2001 Gardner (2005) [40]

3.2. Sporadic Fe Layers Observed in Beijing and Mohe

The sporadic metal layer is typically characterized by a significant density enhance-
ment structure floating over the main Fe layer. These layers commonly exhibit thicknesses
between about 100 m and several kilometers [41]. The sporadic Fe layers observed in
Beijing and Mohe are several kilometers in width. These layers were observed from 90 km
to 110 km, displaying diverse structures. Some sporadic Fe layers exhibit a ribbon-like
structure, persisting for a long duration (2 to 5 h) with a slow vertical phase speed during
the observation period, as shown in Figure 4. It is noteworthy that, on some observational
nights, independent double or triple sporadic Fe layers were observed simultaneously at
different altitudes, clearly distinct from the main layer.
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Figure 4a shows the evolution of the sporadic Fe layer observed in Beijing on 25 Novem-
ber 2022. At the beginning of the observation, the upper boundary height of the main
layer was 97 km. And 1.5 h later, it ascended to 102 km at 13:40. From then on, there
was a sudden increase in Fe density at the altitudes from 93 to 101 km, forming a thick
sporadic Fe layer detached from the main layer. Thirty minutes later, this sporadic Fe layer
gradually narrowed, subsequently forming a double sporadic Fe layer at 95 km and 99 km.
The higher sporadic layer at 99 km persisted until end of this night, with a density of about
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8000 cm−3. The lower sporadic layer at 95 km had a short duration and disappeared after
15:10. The higher sporadic layer at 99 km started its descent at 14:00 with a small vertical
phase speed of 0.8 km/h, exhibiting a similar trend to the lower boundary of the main layer.
But they descended at different vertical phase speeds. The lower boundary of the main
layer was at 84 km at 15:00, descending to 78 km in the subsequent two hours at a vertical
phase speed of 2 km/h.

Figure 4b shows the variation of the sporadic Fe layer observed in Mohe on 4 Novem-
ber 2023. A double sporadic Fe layers appeared at 17:30. The first layer appeared at 104 km
with a peak density of 15,800 cm−3, while the second layer appeared at 99 km with a peak
density of merely one-third that of the first layer. A new sporadic layer gradually formed
at 93 km at 18:00, which was superimposed on the main layer. This layer, in conjunction
with the sporadic layers at 104 km and 99 km, constituted a triple sporadic layer in a short
time. At 18:30, the first sporadic layer at 104 km merged with the second sporadic layer
at 99 km, forming a sporadic layer with a thickness of approximately 5 km. This layer
persisted throughout the entire night, gradually descending with a vertical phase speed
of 1.6 km/h. The centroid altitude of the main layer also exhibits a similar descending
trend, with a vertical phase speed of 1.5 km/h, close to the vertical phase speed of the first
sporadic layer. This seemingly revealed some atmospheric wave processes. The sporadic
layer at 93 km reached its peak density of 15,900 cm−3 at 20:00 and gradually merged with
the main layer after 20:30.

3.3. Fe Layers Observed in the Lower Thermosphere

The Fe layer in the thermosphere was first observed and reported by Chu et al. in 2011
in McMurdo in Antarctica (77.8◦ S, 166.7◦ E) [29]. The thermospheric Fe layer typically
occurs at altitudes from 110 to 155 km. Fe layers with extremely large density in the
lower thermosphere were observed on two nights during the observations in Mohe, both
occurring at approximately 110 km. Figure 5 shows the density profile of the Fe layer
at 18:00 on 9 July 2023. At this moment, the peak density of the lower thermospheric Fe
layer at 110 km was 7.3 × 104 cm−3. It was about three times that of the main layer, which
is around 2.3 × 104 cm−3. However, the RMS widths of the two layers are quite similar.
Figure 5 also shows another event of the lower thermospheric Fe layer observed at 16:30 on
11 July 2023. The peak height of this layer was also around 110 km, with a peak density
of 1.7 × 104 cm−3. Although the overall density on 11 July is much smaller than that on
10 July, the density of the thermospheric Fe layer on 11 July was four times that of the
main layer, which was 3.8 × 103 cm−3. These two layers also had similar RMS widths.
The densities of the lower thermospheric Fe layers observed on these two occasions were
significantly greater than that of the main layer, yet their thicknesses were comparable to
the main layer. The extremely large density of the lower thermospheric Fe layer observed
on 9 July 2023 in Mohe was particularly remarkable.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison of Sporadic Fe and Na Layers

The sporadic Fe layers were compared with the simultaneously observed sporadic Na
layer in both Beijing and Mohe in statistics. During the ten effective observational nights of
Fe layer in Beijing, with a cumulative observation duration of 52.6 h, sporadic Fe layers
were observed on nine nights, accumulating a total duration of 22.3 h. Based on the total
duration of the sporadic Fe layer relative to the overall observation time, the occurrence
probability of sporadic Fe layers in Beijing in autumn is approximately 42.4%. However,
the cumulative observation duration of simultaneously observed sporadic Na layers at the
same station was 48.5 h, and the observed duration of sporadic Na layers totaled 5.3 h, with
an occurrence probability of approximately 10.9%. The occurrence probability of sporadic
Fe layers observed in Beijing in autumn is approximately eight times greater than that of
sporadic Na layers.

During the 16 effective observational nights of Fe layers in Mohe with a cumulative
duration of 91.5 h, sporadic Fe layers were observed on 12 nights, accumulating a duration
of 26.9 h. The total occurrence probability of sporadic Fe layers in Mohe is approximately
29.4%. The occurrence probability of sporadic metal layers depends on the seasons [42].
Specifically categorized by season, the occurrence probabilities of sporadic Fe layers were
74.8% in summer and 22.1% in autumn in Mohe, respectively. Simultaneous observations of
Na layers were conducted for eight effective observational nights, with a total observation
duration of 34.7 h. Among these, sporadic Na layers were observed on two nights in
summer and one night in autumn, respectively. The total duration was 5.5 h, resulting
in a total occurrence probability of approximately 15.9%. The occurrence probabilities
of sporadic Na layers were 52.8% in summer and 6.2% in autumn, respectively. The
occurrence probabilities of both sporadic Fe and Na layers in summer were higher than
those in autumn in Mohe. The occurrence probabilities of sporadic Fe layers were about
1.5 times that of sporadic Na layers in summer and 3.6 times that in autumn in Mohe. For
the same season in autumn, the occurrences probabilities of both sporadic Fe and Na layers
in Mohe were lower than those in Beijing. Table 3 shows detailed statistical comparisons of
the sporadic Fe layers and sporadic Na layers observed over Beijing and Mohe. It should
be noted that, due to the debugging performed on the Na lidar, there are fewer observation
times for the Na lidar a than for the Fe lidar in Beijing and Mohe, which might lead to a
slight discrepancy in the statistical results.

Table 3. Statistics of the sporadic Fe layers and sporadic Na layers in Beijing and Mohe.

Beijing (Autumn) Mohe (Summer) Mohe (Autumn)

Fe Na Fe Na Fe Na

Observation nights 10 8 5 3 11 5
Observation hours 52.6 48.5 12.7 7.2 78.8 27.5

Sporadic layer
occurrence nights 9 2 5 2 7 1

Sporadic layer
occurrence hours 22.3 5.3 9.5 3.8 17.4 1.7

Probability of
occurrence in nights 90.0% 25.0% 100.0% 66.7% 63.6% 20.0%

Probability of
occurrence in hours 42.4% 10.9% 74.8% 52.8% 22.1% 6.2%

The analysis of the results from both Beijing and Mohe indicate that the occurrence
probability and duration of sporadic Fe layers are greater than those of sporadic Na layers.
These contrasting results corroborate the conclusions drawn by Alpers in 1994 [28], who
compared the individual characteristics of sporadic Fe layers and sporadic Na layers.

Figure 6a,b, respectively, show the density variations in Fe and Na observed simul-
taneously in Beijing on the night of 5 September 2022. The main Fe layer ranged from
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83 km to 96 km. At 14:40, lower-density sporadic Fe layers appeared at 110 km, 105 km,
and 100 km. At this time, the sporadic Fe layer at 110 km appeared, then descended to
107 km at 15:40. The sporadic Fe layers at 105 km and 100 km began to merge together at
15:00, before forming a new sporadic Fe layer located at 103 km by 15:30, with increasing
density. At 16:10, the layer descended to 100 km, reaching 3000 cm−3 by 16:30. At 17:00,
the sporadic Fe layer at 103 km suddenly extended downward, forming a new sporadic
Fe layer at 96 km. They formed a triple sporadic Fe layer with the 107 km layer above
them. The variation in the Na layer shows that between 15:40 and 17:20 sporadic structures
are similar to the sporadic Fe layers formed at 101 km and 96 km, indicating a similar or
identical formation mechanism for the sporadic Fe and Na layers appearing between 95
and 100 km [26,27]. More importantly, the presence of sporadic Fe layers was evident from
103 km to 110 km and persisted until the end of the observation, while no sporadic Na
layer was observed at the same altitude and time.
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Figure 6c,d show the simultaneous observation of Fe and Na in Beijing on 1 September
2022. It was also found that the triple sporadic Fe layers were observed from 16:40 to 17:20.
Their altitudes are located at 104 km, 100 km, and 95 km, respectively. The sporadic Fe
layer at 104 km descended after 17:30, reaching 100 km by 19:00, with an increasing density
that peaked at 5100 cm−3, with a vertical phase speed of 1.2 km/h. The sporadic Fe layer at
100 km disappeared after 17:20. The lowest sporadic Fe layer maintained at an altitude of
around 95 km, persisting until the end of the observation. A subtle sporadic Na layer was
observed at 95 km, persisting throughout this night. By careful comparison, the structure
and trajectory of this sporadic Na layer appear almost similar to the sporadic Fe layer
at 95 km. This indicates that they shared a similar formation mechanism at this altitude.
However, unlike the sporadic Fe layers which appeared above approximately 100 km, the
sporadic Na layer was still absent above approximately 100 km, aligning with the findings
from the observations made on 5 September 2022. For these two cases, in Figure 6, the
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neutral dynamics, such as horizontal and vertical transport, play the same roles in the
evolution processes of both Fe and Na layers. Therefore, the difference between the Fe and
Na layers above 100 km is more likely due to the different chemical reaction processes in
the atmosphere.

Yi et al. revealed that the sporadic Fe layers and sporadic Na layers always appeared
at the same altitude with similar motion trajectories [26]. However, their discussion on the
formation mechanism of sporadic layers mainly focused on the vicinity of the main layers.
The results obtained in this work drew a similar conclusion below approximately 100 km,
while they appear to deviate from that pattern above approximately 100 km. The occurrence
probability of sporadic Fe layers is significantly higher than that of sporadic Na layers above
approximately 100 km. This suggests a potential difference in the formation mechanisms of
sporadic Fe layers and sporadic Na layers above approximately 100 km. Alternatively, the
formation mechanism of sporadic layers above approximately 100 km have more influence
on sporadic Fe layers than on sporadic Na layers, which needs further investigation.

4.2. Fe and Na Layers in the Lower Thermosphere

The lower thermospheric Fe and Na layers are compared in this section. The simulta-
neous observational results of Fe and Na in Mohe at 16:30 on 11 July 2023 are shown in
Figure 7. As previously mentioned in Section 3.3, the lower thermospheric Fe layer was
4 times greater than that of the main layer. Concurrently, a Na layer was observed in the
lower thermosphere with a peak density of about 500 cm−3, also emerging at the altitude
of 107 km. The peak density of the main Na layer was about 1.7 × 103 cm−3. The peak
density of the thermospheric Na layer is only one-third of the peak density of the main Na
layer. These observational results indicate that the formation mechanisms of Fe layers and
Na layers in the lower thermosphere share similarities but exhibit distinctions.
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Recent studies have indicated that the primary formation mechanism of Fe layers in
the thermosphere is the in situ neutralization of Fe+ [43]. The formation of the Na layer
in the thermosphere is also considered to be produced by the in situ neutralization of
converged Na+ [44]. However, the neutralization rate of Na+ is only one-third that of
Fe+ [45]. This seems to explain the much lower density of the thermospheric Na layer
compared to the thermospheric Fe layer in this observation.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we conducted effective observations of the Fe layer for 10 nights in
Beijing and 16 nights in Mohe, respectively. The average column density of Fe layers in
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Beijing was 1.24 × 1010 cm−2, and the centroid height is 89.4 km. These observational
results are highly consistent with those from Urbana and Boulder at the same latitude, but
there is a significant difference compared to Fort Collins at the same latitude. The average
column density of Fe layers in Mohe was 1.08 × 1010 cm−2 and the average centroid
height is 89.4 km. The observation of Fe layers in Mohe filled the observational gap of Fe
layers between 50◦ N and 60◦ N and expanded the global latitude distribution of Fe layer
observations. Based on a comparison of the results from global observations, it can be seen
that the global distribution of the Fe layer shows limited variations with latitudes.

Sporadic Fe layers were observed at both stations. The occurrence probability of
sporadic Fe layers was 42.4% in Beijing and 29.4% in Mohe. These occurrence probabilities
were significantly higher than those of sporadic Na layers simultaneously observed in
both stations. The trend of sporadic Fe layers appearing more frequently than sporadic Na
layers is similar with the simultaneous observation of Fe and Na at other stations.

Double and triple sporadic Fe layers were observed in both Beijing and Mohe. Based
on two cases observed in Beijing, sporadic Fe layers were observed above about 100 km,
while sporadic Na layers were either absent or not evident above this altitude. This suggests
a potential difference in the formation mechanisms of sporadic Fe layers and sporadic Na
layers above approximately 100 km. Alternatively, the formation mechanism of sporadic
metal layers above that altitude has a more significant impact on the formation of sporadic
Fe layers than that of sporadic Na layers.

In the observations in Mohe, lower thermospheric Fe layers were observed on two
nights, with peak densities three to four times that of the main Fe layer. At the same altitude,
the lower thermospheric Na layers were also observed, but their densities were only one-
third of the main Na layer density. This result may be associated with the difference in the
neutralization rates of Fe+ and Na+ ions.

The observations conducted in Beijing and Mohe filled a gap in Fe lidar observations of
mid-to-high latitude regions in East Asia, which will contribute to the refinement of global
Fe layer distribution. This work also provides valuable insights into the chemistry and
dynamics of the Fe layer in Beijing and Mohe, and contributes to the broader understanding
of metal layer in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. In addition, it enhances our
knowledge of the overall evolution process of the middle and upper atmosphere.
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